
a data editor’s view of the state of data and 
software citation in astronomy



topics
v who are the AAS Journal data editors?

v what are current models for software review and citation?
v where can open data linked to journal articles live (or die)?
v what would a review for “reproducibility” look like?



data review at submission: 
a quick(ish) review of >90% of all manuscripts

➔ run scripts to identify linked code repositories;
➔ review links for remote, unarchived data/code/figures; 

➔ request data be included or archived & linked to final article;
➔ review tables, figures & animations for size or accessibility;

➔ submit data/code recommendations to scientific editor for review.



example: animations (dominates our time)



example: data problem (published w/o fix)



example: software citations (fixes of var types)



example: (no cost) data request



example: accessibility (mainly informative)



at post-acceptance: data editing
➔ 15-20% of accepted manuscripts enter post-acceptance data editing;

➔ tables are standardized; interactive/animated materials edited;
➔ data repositories or PID requested for some raw or submitted materials;

➔ run scripts to pick out code mentions, check for references;

➔ request authors archive and cite their codes & find preferred citations.





models for software citation
➔ Journal article or Journal like citation;

➔ Indexed in a Code Library; 
➔ Direct Citation of Software (by version/release).



models for software citation: Journal article

➔ Publish a proxy for the software via a “Journal article.”
➔ Examples: Astropy Collaboration et al. (2013, 2018)
➔ Accumulates new authors/developers via new publication;

➔ “Astronomy” Journals do not directly review the software.
➔ https://www.astropy.org/acknowledging.html

https://www.astropy.org/acknowledging.html


models for software citation: Journal “like” article

➔ The Journal of Open Source Software: https://joss.theoj.org/
➔ Scripted, detailed peer-review of code;
➔ Accumulates new authors/developers via new publication;

➔ A “science” submission to the AAS Journals can have a parallel “software” 
peer-review.
➔ https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab4f75

➔ https://doi.org/10.21105/joss.01757

https://joss.theoj.org/
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab4f75
https://doi.org/10.21105/joss.01757


models for software citation: Code Index

➔ List your software in the Astrophysics Source Code Library (ASCL);
➔ Provides links between the source codebase and documentation. 
➔ Stores the “preferred” citation for a developer team;

➔ No versioning but author list can be modified at any time for any reason.
➔ ASCL Record for Pencil: https://ascl.net/1010.060

https://ascl.net/1010.060


models for software citation: Direct Citation of Software

➔ Citation of a digital object representing a persistent version of software
➔ Github is not considered a preservation platform.
➔ Examples:

➔ Developer export code to a separate platform (e.g., Zenodo)
➔ Code is automatically archived (e.g., Software Heritage)

http://zenodo.org/
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/


models for software citation: Direct Citation of Software

➔ Zenodo archiving requires developers to:
➔ Use versioning as a proxy for citation;
➔ Review and maintain all the Zenodo object metadata for each version; 

➔ ADS Indexes any cited version of a Zenodo software object:
➔ doctype:software and bibstem:"zndo"

➔ Latest Release (v2018.12.16): https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2314922

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/search/q=doctype%253A%2522software%2522%20and%20bibstem%253A%2522zndo%2522&sort=date%20desc%252C%20bibcode%20desc&p_=0
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2314922


models for software citation: Direct Citation of Software

➔ Software Heritage automatically (not quite) indexes all software repositories
➔ Citations are granular (down to the commit);
➔ Citations have no authorship model (yet) nor can they be indexed in ADS.

➔ https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=http
s://github.com/pencil-code/pencil-code

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/pencil-code/pencil-code


models for software citation: Pencil Code

➔ There is no preferred citation model on the Pencil landing pages
➔ A user who goes to ASCL finds the ASCL entry is the “preferred” citation;
➔ The Zenodo entry has never been cited and thus is not indexed in ADS;

➔ What does the Pencil Code community desire from these software citation
models?





models for data citation and reproducibility: Pencil Code

➔ Examples of data citation: Zenodo AAS Community, MAST, MESA inlists
➔ What could the Pencil Code Community imagine from a reproducibility 

review?

https://zenodo.org/communities/aas/
http://archive.stsci.edu/access-mast-data/digital-object-identifier-doi
https://zenodo.org/communities/mesa/



